N400 lexicality effect in highly blurred Chinese words: evidence for automatic processing.
This study investigated whether N400 was sensitive to primed, highly degraded Chinese compound words (two-character pairs) that were not consciously identifiable, by recording event-related potentials for lightly or highly blurred words and pseudowords while volunteers performed a lexical-decision task. The results showed that pseudowords elicited significantly larger N400 responses than words did, over the central-parietal recording sites, regardless of the stimulus-degradation levels. Moreover, the N400 latency was proportional to the stimulus-degradation level. The N400 effects thus remained observable even when the character pairs were highly degraded and consciously unidentifiable, in addition to the N400 effects that were observed for lightly blurred and intact character pairs. These findings supported the view that the N400 component indexes an automatic processing, providing evidence against the postlexical account.